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ABSTRACT

Four different types of estimates of the surface downwelling longwave radiative flux (DLR) are reviewed.

One group of estimates synthesizes global cloud, aerosol, and other information in a radiation model that is

used to calculate fluxes. Because these synthesis fluxes have been assessed against observations, the global-

mean values of these fluxes are deemed to be the most credible of the four different categories reviewed. The

global, annual mean DLR lies between approximately 344 and 350 W m22 with an error of approximately

610 W m22 that arises mostly from the uncertainty in atmospheric state that governs the estimation of the

clear-sky emission. The authors conclude that the DLR derived from global climate models are biased low by

approximately 10 W m22 and even larger differences are found with respect to reanalysis climate data. The

DLR inferred from a surface energy balance closure is also substantially smaller that the range found from

synthesis products suggesting that current depictions of surface energy balance also require revision. The

effect of clouds on the DLR, largely facilitated by the new cloud base information from the CloudSat radar, is

estimated to lie in the range from 24 to 34 W m22 for the global cloud radiative effect (all-sky minus clear-sky

DLR). This effect is strongly modulated by the underlying water vapor that gives rise to a maximum sensi-

tivity of the DLR to cloud occurring in the colder drier regions of the planet. The bottom of atmosphere

(BOA) cloud effect directly contrast the effect of clouds on the top of atmosphere (TOA) fluxes that is

maximum in regions of deepest and coldest clouds in the moist tropics.

1. Introduction

It has been understood for some time that changes to

the strength of the greenhouse effect are fundamental to

our understanding of the climate of earth and how it can

change (Arrenhius 1896; Callendar 1938; Kasting 1989).

Increases in greenhouse gases like CO2 induce a warm-

ing of the surface and lower atmosphere. The increase in

water vapor that follows a warming results in a further

strengthening of the greenhouse effect by increased

emission of radiation from the atmosphere to the surface

that induces even more warming. This is the essence of

the positive water vapor feedback that occurs through

the connections between temperature, water vapor, and

emission of infrared radiation (e.g., Held and Soden 2000).

A common recent perception is the water vapor

feedback is mostly defined by the changes to the upper-

tropospheric water vapor that are conjectured to occur

with warming because of the disproportionately greater

influence of this water vapor on the emission of long-

wave radiation to space (Lindzen 1990; Stephens and

Greenwald 1991; Held and Soden 2000). This has led to

some debate about the magnitude and even the sign of

this feedback in the real earth system given there is de-

bate about how the upper-tropospheric water vapor has

changed with the current warming (e.g., Paltridge et al.

2009; Soden et al. 2005). With this upper-tropospheric

focus, the relative importance of the changes in water va-

por that are expected to occur nearer the earth’s surface,

which is less controversial, tends to be overlooked (Shine

and Sinha 1991). It is the increasing lower-level water

vapor that occurs with warming (e.g., Santer et al. 2007),

however, that is responsible for the increased emission of

infrared radiation to the surface that fundamentally de-

termines the surface warming (Garatt 2001).
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The more recent papers of Stephens (2005) and

Stephens and Ellis (2008) describe yet another impor-

tant aspect of the water vapor feedback that has largely

been ignored. Changes to the radiation balance of the

atmosphere in response to global warming control the

change in global precipitation (Stephens and Hu 2010;

Wild and Liepert 2010). These changes to the atmo-

spheric balance occur as a result of changes to the low-

level water vapor via two primary contributions; one due

to changes in absorbed solar radiation and the second by

changes in the emitted longwave radiation from the at-

mosphere to the surface [hereafter downwelling long-

wave radiation (DLR)]. Both are largely determined by

the low-level water vapor.

The purpose of this paper is twofold. It is our intent

to provide a review of our current state of understanding

of the global, annual mean DLR as presented in the

next section. The motivation here stems from the fact

that there appears to be an unacceptable wide range of

existing published values of this flux as discussed in the

next section. Although the range in DLR given in the

next section exceeds 20 W m22, there is good reason

to eliminate a number of these estimates resulting in

a much smaller range of values of both clear-sky and

all-sky DLR and the related net longwave flux at the

surface. We determine this range is approximately

6 W m22 and the error (one sigma) is approximately

610 W m22 mostly arising from uncertainties attached

to atmospheric state data (temperature and water va-

por) needed to compute the DLR as previously noted

in other studies (e.g., Zhang et al. 1995; Garratt 2001;

also section 4).

The second and related purpose of this study is to

examine the factors that control the DLR, specifically

quantifying the relation between DLR, water vapor,

temperature, and clouds as a step toward understanding

the main sources of uncertainty on the DLR as well as

a step toward deciphering the source of model bias er-

ror, which is a topic of an ongoing study. The effects of

clouds on the DLR are quantified in section 3 using new

satellite observations that are introduced in section 2.

From the analysis of these data we find that clouds

increase the global, annual mean DLR in the range

24–34 W m22 thus underscoring the fundamental con-

tribution of clouds to the planet’s greenhouse effect. The

influence of temperature and water vapor on the DLR

is then analyzed in section 4 via the introduction of a

simple model of clear-sky DLR as used in other studies

(Garratt 2001; Stephens and Hu 2010). The performance

of this simple model is checked against surface flux ob-

servations collected from a few sites. This model is then

used in section 5 to predict how the clear-sky DLR has

likely changed over the period from 1987 to 2005.

2. Global, annual mean downward longwave
radiation estimates

Table 1 summarizes various global mean estimates

of surface DLR and are grouped into four main cate-

gories: one flux is inferred as a residual of the other

fluxes of the surface energy budget, three different flux

estimates derive from reanalaysis that we consider are

chiefly model based, another estimate is from surface

flux measurements from a number of different sites that

are averaged to deduce a global value directly, and the

fourth category of estimates is synthesis products that

ingest global observations of key cloud and aerosol in-

formation as well as global temperature and humidity

data to calculate the fluxes. These synthesis products have

generally undergone extensive and direct evaluation

with surface flux observations. These products also come

with matched TOA fluxes that are either used as an

additional constraint on the derived fluxes by forcing

agreement to observed TOA fluxes or as an independent

check on the procedure to derive the surface fluxes by

comparison of calculated and observed TOA fluxes.

a. The residual flux estimate

Trenberth et al. (2009) provide a depiction of the

earth’s global energy budget for the Earth Radiation

Budget Experiment (ERBE) and Clouds and the Earth’s

Radiant Energy System (CERES) satellite periods by

synthesizing a variety of observations and model sim-

ulations where gaps exist in observations. This syn-

thesis is an update to the study of Kiehl and Trenberth

(1997) and is inferred as a residual of the surface energy

balance with an arbitrary adjustment upward of approx-

imately 10 W m22 partly in recognition that the value-

derived value without adjustment is more than 20 W m22

lower than the International Satellite Cloud Climatology

(ISCCP) flux value (discussed below) considered for

comparison. The justification given for this arbitrary

adjustment is that errors in DLR are considered sub-

stantially larger than errors in any of the other compo-

nents of surface energy balance, although no quantitative

uncertainties are placed on these other fluxes.

b. Surface flux measurements

Two surface-based databases established at the Swiss

Federal Institute of Technology are also incorporated

into the observational estimate given in Table 1. The data

come from the Global Energy Balance Archive (GEBA;

Ohmura et al. 1989) and Baseline Surface Radiation

Network (BSRN; Ohmura et al. 1998) surface observa-

tions. The GEBA database provides worldwide mea-

sured energy fluxes at the earth’s surface and contains

monthly mean values of the various surface energy
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balance components. The BSRN database includes DLR

measurements at high temporal resolution (minute values)

with the highest possible accuracy at selected sites in

different climate regions. Although the best-documented

component in GEBA is the shortwave downward radia-

tion (Gilgen et al. 1998), this database also contains a

limited number of sites that provide DLR measurements

as reported by Wild et al. (1995, 2001). Wild et al. (1998,

2001) combine data from a total of 45 GEBA–BSRN

observation sites with information on model and reanalysis

biases to derive a value of 345 W m22. The individual

measurement uncertainty of the BSRN fluxes is approxi-

mately 5 W m22, although the uncertainty assigned to the

global flux composite is much larger than this individual

measurement error due to additional unknown repre-

sentiveness errors.

c. Reanalysis surface longwave fluxes

Three different reanalysis sources are also summa-

rized for two periods as in Trenberth et al. (2009), one

corresponding to the ERBE period (February 1985–April

1989) and the second to the CERES period 2000–04. The

three sources of data are the National Centers for Envi-

ronmental Prediction (NCEP; Kalnay et al. 1996), the 40-yr

European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts

(ECMWF) Re-Analysis (ERA-40; Uppala et al. 2005)

fluxes and the Japanese 25-yr reanalysis (JRA; Onogi et al.

2007).

d. Synthesis flux data

Four different synthesis products are summarized.

1) DLR from the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration (NASA)/ Global Energy and Water

Cycle Experiment (GEWEX) Surface Radiation

Budget (SRB) project (http://gewex-srb.larc.nasa.

gov, Stackhouse et al. 2011), which provides a long-

term record of global gridded datasets for shortwave

and longwave surface and TOA fluxes from July 1983

to December 2007. Also included are fluxes from the

TABLE 1. All-sky and clear-sky global, annual mean downward longwave fluxes in W m22. Uncertainties given as 6 are determined

from surface measurement validation (for surface radiation budget SRB) and from global average sensitivity studies. Asterisks indicate an

incomplete estimate of error that accounts only for instrument error.

All sky Clear sky

LW up LW down LW net LW up LW down LW net

Trenberth et al (2009), 2000–2004 396 333 263

Wild et al. 1998 397 3456.5* 252 397 321.565 275.5

Reanalysis

NRA

ERBE period (1985–1989) 395.5 334.1 261.4 312.7 284.7

CERES period (2000–04) 396.9 336.5 260.4

ERA-40

ERBE 394.2 340.2 254.2 314.1 282.1

JRA

ERBE 395.6 324.3 271.3

CERES 396.9 324.1 272.8

GEWEX SRB

January 1984–December 2007)

Primary 396.5 343.9611 252.6 395.9 310.4611 285.5

QC 398.7 347.5613 251.2 313.2613 285.5

ERBE

February 1985–April 1989)

Primary 395.9 343.7611 252.2 395.4 309.2 286.2

QC 398.0 347.5613 250.4 312.0 285.9

CERES

March 2000–May 2004)

Primary 397.2 343.7611 253.5 396.7 310.7 286.0

QC 399.1 346.7613 252.3 313.3 285.8

ISCCP–FD 1985–1989 395.6 344.7610/15 250.9 394.1 313.5610/15 280.6

CERES (Ed2 AVG) 2000–05 398.0 342.0 256.0 397.3 315.2 282.1

A-Train

2006–09

Radar (only) 398 334 264

Radar 1 lidar (H) 39869 35069 24869 326 272

Radar 1 lidar [CERES, CALIPSO,

CloudSat, and MODIS (CCCM)]

39865 347.267 25169 396 313 283
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ERBE and CERES time periods above. Two sets of

flux data are included in this archive—one referred

to as the primary product and a second derived from

more empirically based methods referred to as the

quality-check (QC) product . The primary longwave

algorithm is adapted from Fu et al. (1997, 1998) with

an updated water vapor continuum (Kratz and Rose

1999). The QC longwave algorithm is from Gupta et al.

(1992, 2010). The cloud and surface reflectance and

cloud radiative properties are provided by the In-

ternational Satellite Cloud Climatology Project DX

(ISCCP; Rossow and Schiffer 1999) dataset. Maximum

cloud overlap is assumed for clouds with cloud top

pressures within high (,440 mb), middle (440–680 mb),

and low (.680 mb) cloud layers and random overlap

between those three main layers. Fluxes are computed

for each scenario and averaged according to their

probability for each 3-hourly time period. Surface

emissivities are assigned according to a 18 3 18 surface

cover maps as described in Wilber et al. (1999).

Temperature and water vapor profiles are taken from

the 6-hourly 4D data assimilation products provided

by the Global Modeling and Assimilation Office

(GMAO) and produced using Goddard Earth Ob-

serving System reanalysis (GEOS4, Bloom et al. 2005).

The 3-hourly surface skin temperatures use GEOS4

and ISCCP retrieved skin temperatures. The fluxes

from both suites of algorithms have been extensively

compared to surface observations. These compari-

sons indicate that the mean biases are well within the

uncertainty for given BSRN measurements (i.e.,

within 5 W m22) and random errors that arise from

a variety of factors (but notably uncertainty in atmo-

spheric state, i.e., Zhang et al. 2006) are 611 and 613

W m22 for the primary and QC fluxes respectively.

2) ISCCP fluxes are from Zhang et al. (2004). These

fluxes are calculated from an advanced radiation

scheme using ISCCP–D1 input data that includes

global observations of the key variables. These flux

data are considered to be an improvement over earlier

versions of the similar data (Zhang et al. 1995) hav-

ing exploited the availability of a more advanced

radiative transfer model and improved ISCCP cloud

climatology and ancillary datasets. An 18-yr flux

record at 3-h time steps, global at 280-km intervals

has been created; included in this record are both

full- and clear-sky, shortwave and longwave, upwell-

ing and downwelling fluxes at five levels [surface

(SRF), 680 mbar, 440 mbar, 100 mbar, and top of

atmosphere (TOA)]. Based on comparisons of

monthly, regional mean values to the ERBE and the

CERES TOA fluxes and to BSRN surface fluxes,

Zhang et al. conclude that the overall uncertainties

are 5–10 W m22 at TOA and 10–15 W m22 at the

surface.

3) The Surface longwave flux from the CERES Ed2

average (AVG) product is estimated using data from

January 2001 through December 2004. The method

of the flux calculations in AVG is given in Kato et al.

(2011). Briefly, inputs for the AVG flux computa-

tions include the following: 6-hourly temperature

and humidity profiles and 3-hourly skin temperature

from GEOS4, and Moderate Resolution Imaging

Spectroradiometer (MODIS) and 3-hourly geosta-

tionary satellites–derived cloud properties (Minnis

et al. 2011) to account for the diurnal cycle. The fluxes

are computed at TOA, surface, and three atmospheric

pressure levels (500, 200, and 70 hPa). TOA fluxes

are computed without constraining the flux by the

CERES angular distribution model derived TOA flux.

4) Two different derived estimates of DLR based on

the use of CloudSat and other A-train observations

of cloudiness and atmospheric state parameters are

other examples of synthesis products. One uses the

updated version of the radiative flux product (2B-

FLXHR) product (L’Ecuyer et al. 2008) that includes

improved depictions of clouds through the combina-

tion of lidar and radar observations (Henderson et al.

2011, manuscript submitted to J. Appl. Meteor. Cli-

matol.). Vertical distributions of liquid and ice cloud

water contents and effective radii from the level-2

cloud water content product (2B-CWC) are com-

bined with ancillary temperature and humidity pro-

files from the ECMWF analyses and surface albedo

and emissivity data from the International Geosphere-

Biosphere Programme (IGBP) global land surface

classification to initialize a two-stream, doubling-

adding broadband radiative transfer model. Details

of the approach are provided in L’Ecuyer et al.

(2008) and Henderson et al. (2011, manuscript sub-

mitted to J. Appl. Meteor. Climatol.). A noteworthy

difference between this product and others like it is

the radiative effects of precipitation are explicitly

included using estimates of rainfall rate and the height

of the raining column from the CloudSat precipita-

tion (2C-PRECIP-COLUMN) product (Haynes et al.

2009). The updated version of 2B-FLXHR includes

aerosols with optical properties derived from the

Spectral Radiation-Transport Model for Aerosol Spe-

cies (SPRINTARS) global aerosol transport model

(Takemura et al. 2000, 2002, 2005) adjusted to match

Cloud–Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satel-

lite Observations (CALIPSO) aerosol information.

The second A-Train flux product is that of Kato et al.

(2011). This product also uses Cloudsat radar and
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CALIPSO lidar profile data as well as other A-Train

data including cloud properties taken from MODIS ob-

servations using the a CERES cloud algorithm (Minnis

et al. 2008). Temperature and humidity profiles used in

the computations were from the Goddard Earth Ob-

serving System (EOS) Data Assimilation System rean-

alysis (GEOS-5).

The all-sky DLR values listed in Table 1 vary from

a low of 324 W m22 to a high of 350 W m22. It is rele-

vant to note that the different DLR estimates given

apply to slightly different periods of time. However, the

expectation is that the DLR increases with warming

at a rate of about 0.15–0.25 W m22 yr21 (section 5) and

thus the difference between estimates in the ERBE

period and the A-Train period, for example, would ac-

count for only about 3 W m22 of this range. The low

JRA values are unrealistic (see discussion section 5).

The Trenberth et al. (2009) estimate and the radar-only

estimate derived from A-Train data are the other two

low outliers that can also be rejected as unrealistic. The

first of these lacks rigor in the way it is deduced and the

radar only estimate includes effects of clouds only de-

tected by the cloud radar (e.g., Haladay and Stephens

2009). These undetected clouds that impact the DLR

are mostly low clouds and the degree of this impact

can be judged by comparing the radar only and radar 1

lidar estimated DLR given in Table 1 (approximately

17 W m22). The other two reanalysis fluxes are also

notably low compared to the synthesis fluxes that vary

from 344 (GEWEX SRB) to 350 W m22 (A-train). The

surface upward longwave flux values from the sources

reviewed range between 394 and 399 W m22 and the net

surface longwave flux varies over a range of values from

273.2 to 248 W m22. The clear-sky synthesis DLR

fluxes vary between 309 and 326 W m22 and this ap-

proximate 17 W m22 range is larger than the all-sky

range of synthesis flux values suggesting that one of

the principle sources for the difference between all esti-

mates is the different water vapor and temperature in-

formation used to produce the clear-sky flux values (see

Zhang et al. 2006; also Garratt 2001).

The A-Train fluxes are especially noteworthy because,

unlike the other estimates given in Table 1 and apart

from the BSRN–GEBA observations of Wild et al. (2001,

2008), the flux values quoted are based on actual cloud

profile observations, notably including the critical new

information about cloud base derived from CloudSat

and CALIPSO (Mace et al. 2009). Cloud-base informa-

tion is one of the important parameters needed to de-

termine the DLR under cloudy conditions (Stephens

et al. 2002). The two different estimates of the DLR

based on the blended lidar–radar observations of the

A-Train differ only by 3 W m22 despite the fact they use

entirely different atmospheric state data and assumption

about cloud properties.

The synthesis products also attach an independently

deduced uncertainty to the fluxes that range between

about 10 and 15 W m22. We consider that 610 W m22

is a reasonable estimate of the one-sigma error on global

DLR.

3. Cloud influences on DLR

The effects of clouds on the DLR are examined first

using the Henderson et al. (2011, manuscript submitted

to J. Appl. Meteor. Climatol.) A-train data. These flux

data are shown in Fig. 1 in the form of an annual mean

map of the cloud and clear-sky DLR differences [bot-

tom of atmosphere (BOA) cloud radiative effect (CRE),

Fig. 1a]. The equivalent cloud minus clear-sky fluxes

at the TOA (TOA CRE, Fig. 1b) are also shown for

contrast, and the column water vapor derived from the

Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I) data are

provided for diagnostic purposes.

The BOA longwave CRE can be considered to be

a measure of the greenhouse effect of clouds on the

surface energy balance. According to the A-Train esti-

mates of these flux differences inferred from Table 1, the

global mean BOA CRE lies approximately in the range

24–34 W m22 (Table 1), which is also consistent with the

31 W m22 reported by Zhang et al. (2004). Such effects

of clouds on the DLR are straightforward to understand

and have been understood for some time. Clouds pro-

duce an additional source of emission to the surface

increasing the DLR relative to clear-sky fluxes. Four

main factors influence the magnitude of this increased

emission: i) the height of cloud base, which approxi-

mately defines the temperature at which clouds emit

radiation downward to the surface, ii) the opacity of

the cloud itself that also defines the level at which the

emission occurs within the cloud and thus the temper-

ature of the emission, iii) the amount of water vapor that

lies below cloud base that absorbs the cloud emitted

radiation re-emitting at a different (warmer) tempera-

ture thereby reducing the sensitivity of the DLR to

clouds (the water vapor opacity effect), and iv) the areal

amount of cloud. Since global cloud-base information

only became available with A-Train observations, es-

timates of global CRE at the surface prior to these

A-Train observations were uncertain by an amount that

could not be readily assessed.

Although expected, the contrast between the TOA

and BOA CRE shown in Fig. 1 is nevertheless remark-

able. It has been known since the first IR observations

of clouds from space that the lowest emitting tempera-

tures and thus largest values of TOA CRE occur from
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the coldest and highest cloud tops located in tropical

latitudes. The BOA CRE, by contrast, is at a minimum

in these lower latitudes because of the large water va-

por burden below cloud base over the warmer tropical

oceans. Thus a very different indication of the green-

house effect of clouds emerges when considering BOA

effects rather than TOA effects on longwave fluxes. This

opacity effect reveals itself in comparison of water vapor

(Fig. 1c) to the CRE (Figs. 1a,b). The BOA CRE values

are largest in the mid-to-high latitudes where the water

vapor opacity effects are least and where the TOA CRE

is, by contrast, smallest. The inverse correlation between

the BOA CRE and column water vapor hinted at in Fig. 1

is more explicitly revealed in Fig. 2. For regions of water

vapor above about 30 kg m22 the opacity effect of the

water vapor below cloud is so dominant that the DLR is

largely independent of the emission from cloud base. The

opacity effect systematically decreases as the water vapor

decreases from about 30 kg m22 resulting in a systematic

increase of BOA CRE as the water vapor decreases.

4. The clear-sky DLR and net surface
longwave fluxes

The influences of water vapor and atmospheric tem-

perature on the DLR values listed in Table 1 are now

investigated via the introduction of a very simple but

accurate model of clear-sky DLR.

a. A simple model of the clear-sky DLR

The mutual importance of both the near-surface tem-

perature and near-surface water vapor in governing the

clear sky DLR at the earth’s surface has been understood

for almost a century. Angstrom (1918), Brunt (1932),

and Elsasser (1942) each proposed that the downward

irradiance could be represented in terms of the screen

temperature and water vapor pressure of the air near the

ground. Idso and Jackson (1969), Brutsaert (1975), and

Prata (1996) further introduced parameterizations more

appropriately in terms of that path-integrated informa-

tion like precipitable water (PW) since this is the primary

measure of the mass of the radiatively active gas. How-

ever, the broader availability of surface observations of

FIG. 1. The annual-mean distribution of (top) BOA CRE, (mid-

dle) TOA CRE, and (bottom) column water vapor. The flux data are

an average of the A-Train observations collected over 2007, and the

water vapor data are an 18-yr average from 1988 to 2005.

FIG. 2. The effect of clouds on the downwelling longwave flux at the

earth’s surface as a function of column water vapor.
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water vapor pressure and the difficulty in obtaining the

PW at surface sites led these authors to adopt more

pragmatic models that characterized the contribution

by water vapor to this flux in terms of the more readily

available surface measurements. Dilley and O’Brien

(1998) introduced a pair of simple models of the clear-

sky DLR, including a revision of the Swinbank (1963)

formula, that predict the clear-sky DLR in terms of

screen temperature and precipitable water.

Here we adopt the following Dilley and O’Brien

model for clear-sky DLR,

DLR 5 a 1 b
T

T*

 !
6

1 g
w

w*

 !
1/2

, (1)

which identifies two main contributions, one involving

the near surface temperature T (in K) and the second

involving the column water vapor w (in kg m22). The

relevant constants in this expression are as follows: T
*

5

273.16 K, w
*

5 25 kg m22, a 5 59.38, b 5 113.7, and

g 5 96.96 W m22.

b. Comparison to BSRN data

The superiority of the model expressed by (1) over

some of the earlier schemes mentioned above was dem-

onstrated by Dilley and O’Brien (1998). They showed

that the DLR predicted by (1) compared to detailed ra-

diative transfer calculations with rms errors of approxi-

mately 5 W m22. This result is further confirmed here

by comparison of the calculated DLR to measurements

from a limited number of surface sites. The surface mea-

surements of DLR are from three different BSRN oce-

anic (island) sites that provide a sufficiently long record

(greater than 10 years). The restriction to oceanic sites

was required to use both available satellite (microwave)

water vapor data that are relevant over oceans and local

sea surface temperature (SST) data to calculate the clear-

sky DLR using (1). The gridded monthly mean SST data

of Reynolds et al. (2002) and microwave water vapor

data of Wentz (2006) located nearest each BSRN island

site were used in this study. The requirement for decadal-

in-length data provides an opportunity to evaluate the

changes in DLR both calculated and observed that occur

from interannual variations of the climate system. Both

the restriction over oceans and a requirement for long

time series limit the sources of data to just a few sta-

tions in the BSRN network.

The BSRN data were screened to identify clear-sky

fluxes to compare to the calculated fluxes. The clear-sky

screening approach adopted the following simple steps.

The BSRN flux data are recorded at a time resolution of

one minute. The maximum diurnally resolved measured

solar flux at the surface was determined for each month

at each time. This solar flux maximum was then assumed

to represent a clear-sky reference condition for that

month. Since clear-sky fluxes themselves have some

variability over any given month, the times at which any

instantaneous solar flux was measured within 5 W m22

of the respective (instantaneous) clear-sky reference

maxima were then flagged as times of clear skies. The

longwave fluxes measured at these times were then

accumulated to provide the monthly mean clear-sky

longwave fluxes used for the comparison.

Figure 3 provides a comparison between the mea-

sured and calculated monthly mean clear-sky longwave

fluxes of DLR. The comparisons reveal a remarkable

degree of agreement between these two forms of flux

both with respect to bias and variability. Biases range

between 0.8 and 2 W m22, and the rms difference be-

tween observed and modeled fluxes varies between 2

and 3.4 W m22 for the three sites chosen. This level of

agreement is consistent with the Dilley and O’Brien

(1998) assessment of their method.

c. Sensitivity of DLR to temperature and water vapor

The simple model described above provides a simple

way of deducing the errors in the DLR from water va-

por and temperature errors. Although such an analysis

provides nothing new qualitatively given past sensitivity

studies (e.g., Zhang et al. 2006), it does offer useful

quantitative guidance on the magnitudes of errors of

clear-sky fluxes. Assuming an error DT on temperature

and error Dw on column water vapor, then it simply fol-

lows from (1) that the corresponding error in DLR is

DDLR 5 6b
T

T*

 !
5DT

T*
1

1

2
g

w

w*

 !
21/2Dw

w*
. (2)

For global mean conditions of approximately T 5 290 K

and w 5 28 kg m22, it follows that the DLR 5 319 W m22

(also approximately in the midrange of clear-sky DLR

given in Table 1). As noted in Garratt (2001) the first term

of (2) yields a temperature sensitivity of 3.36 W m22 K21

and the second provides the sensitivity to water vapor of

1.94 W m22 (kg m22)21. Thus a 1–28 error in temper-

ature and a 10% error in column water vapor equates

to a 8.7–12.1 W m22 error in clear-sky DLR. Since

these are typical of errors in global temperature and

water vapor, it follows that the characteristic error in

clear-sky DLR is approximately 10 W m22.

In a different context Stephens and Hu (2010) em-

ployed a version of (2) to deduce how much the DLR

would be expected to change given a prescribed amount

of global warming. In this context the change in Dw is

determined to first order by the change in DT through
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the Clausius–Clapeyron relation. If we assume that

(1/w)(dw/dT) 5 0:07 K21 as typically found in climate

change simulations (e.g., Stephens and Ellis 2008 among

others) then (2) becomes

DDLR 5 6b
T

T*

 !
5DT

T*
1

1

2
g

w

w*

 !
1/2

0:07DT (3)

leading to a sensitivity of 7.2 W m22 K21 warming. This

almost exactly matches the rate of increase in DLR

projected by the warming that occurs in global models

(Stephens and Hu 2010).

5. The DLR and climate change

There are currently no global-wide observations of

DLR yet all estimates of its change associated with

global warming suggest that the DLR is likely to undergo

the largest change of any of the other components of

the planet’s energy balance. The physical explanation

for the heightened sensitivity of the DLR to warming

lies in the fact that both a warming and moistening of

the (lower) atmosphere, which themselves are mutually

connected via the water vapor feedback, positively con-

tribute to the increase in DLR. This response is unlike

the response of the outgoing longwave radiation that

occurs as net result of competing effects between moist-

ening that lowers emission to space and warming that

increases emission to space (Stephens 1999; Stephens and

Hu 2010).

If we apply the oceanic-wide precipitable water and

SST observations used to derive the clear-sky fluxes of

section 3 for specific locations, then we can deduce the

expected change in clear-sky DLR over the 18 years of

observations (1988–2005) over the global oceans. The

results of these calculations are highlighted in Fig. 4

showing the time series of 608N/S-averaged column water

vapor, SST, and clear-sky DLR contrasted against other

similar estimates of DLR trend. The upward trend of

approximately 0.18 K decade21 in SST and the upward

trend in satellite water vapor data of 0.40 mm decade21

in the version-6 release data used here are discussed in

Trenberth et al. (2007). The trend in the clear-sky DLR

found over the oceans, based on a linear fit to the time

series, is 1.8 60.3 W m22 decade21. Thus over the 18

years of the record analyzed the expected change in

global oceanic DLR is 3.2 W m22, which is the same

order of magnitude as the error obtained in calculating

it (approximately 2–3 W m22 according to the results

of Fig. 3). Thus we conclude this trend in global-mean

DLR would not yet detectible from observations.

A number of different estimates of the DLR trend

also have recently been published, and these are sum-

marized in Fig. 5 together with the current estimate of

this study. The Prata (2008) estimate uses a globally dis-

tributed 25-yr record of radiosonde data to quantify the

effects of the observed global increases in both surface

air temperature and precipitable water on the clear-sky

DLR. Based on the data used in that study, the surface

air temperature increased by 10.22 K decade21 and the

precipitable water increased by 10.29 mm decade21,

FIG. 3. A comparison of clear-sky-simulated DLR (refer to text) to DLR observed at three

different BSRN sites. The simulated fluxes (solid line) are for an approximate 18-yr period

whereas the observations (blue) are over a shorter period of time.
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much less than that observed over oceans. This resulted

in a calculated increase of downward clear-sky flux of

approximately 11.7 W m22 decade21 (0.17 W m22 yr21)

for the period 1964–90 and a slightly higher estimate

(0.26 W m22 yr21) based on surface observations for

the later period 1992–2002 with more apparent moist-

ening. Wild et al. (2008) estimate a trend in the all-sky

DLR of 0.21 W m22 yr21 for the period 1986–2000 based

on different sources and an estimate of 0.26 W m22 yr21

based on 12 BSRN stations covering a latitude range

from polar to tropical regions for the period 1992–2000.

ERA-40 also exhibits an increase in all-sky DLR of

0.21 W m22 yr21 between 1986 and 2000 (Uppala et al.

2005).

These estimates of trend are similar to the surface

thermal fluxes simulated in a transient GCM experiment

(Roeckner et al. 1999), from which Wild et al. infer an

increase of all-sky 0.24 W m22 yr21 over global mean

land surfaces and 0.25 W m22 yr21, for data averaged

over the same locations as the 12 BSRN stations used

in Wild et al. (2008).

These results can also be placed in the context of

climate change experiments performed with climate

models. Stephens and Hu (2010) analyze data from the

transient CO2 climate change experiments of climate-

prediction.net based on a version of the Hadley center

coupled ocean–atmospheric model [third climate config-

uration of the Met Office Unified Model (HadCM3)].

The analysis presented uses outputs from 1380 different

models with perturbed parameterizations of physical

processes. The results of these transient CO2 experi-

ments lead to change of 7 W m22 K21 as noted above,

which is equivalent to a trend of 0.13 W m22 yr21 given

the observed trend in SST. Stephens and Hu (2010) were

also able to show how the change in DLR at the surface

is approximately equally split between the increased

temperature and increased moisture that occurred in

these experiments. The study also showed how well the

simple clear-sky DLR model of Dilley and O’Brien was

able to fit the model predicted changes to all-sky DLR

suggesting that it is the change in clear-sky DLR that

largely determines the change in all-sky DLR in the cli-

mate change experiments of climateprediction.net.

6. Summary and conclusions

A number of sources of data that provide global, an-

nual mean estimates of the downwelling longwave flux

to the surface are reviewed including two new estimates

derived from combinations of A-Train observations.

The fluxes reviewed group into four main categories:

i) a residual estimate that closes the surface energy bal-

ance assuming all other surface fluxes, ii) flux values

compiled from global models used in reanalysis, iii) an

average of surface observations from a limited number

of surface sites, and iv) syntheses of global observations

applied to radiation models. The latter flux estimates are

typically assessed against surface observations and come

with estimated errors. These synthesis fluxes also include

matching TOA fluxes that serve as an independent, albeit

FIG. 4. (bottom) The global oceanic mean clear-sky longwave

flux constructed from 18 years (1988–2005) of (top) SST and (mid-

dle) column water vapor. All sources of data used in this con-

struction are described in the text. With the annual cycle removed

(solid blue curves), trends in all quantities were calculated and

are reported in the text. The inferred trend in oceanic-mean DLR

is approximately 1.8 W m22 decade21.

FIG. 5. A summary of DLR trends from various sources (refer

to text), including the trend inferred from Fig. 4. All-sky DLR

trends are shaded, and clear-sky trends are unshaded.
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indirect, evaluation of the estimation process when

matched to TOA flux measurements from satellite ob-

servations.

The main findings of the study are as follows.

(i) The range in values of global-mean DLR from the

sources reviewed is 26 W m22. This range is sum-

marized in Fig. 6. The values of DLR group into

two main ranges, one between 344 and 350 W m22,

which includes all synthesis values as well as the

observational estimate from GEBA–BSRN and

the second group of values range between 324 and

338 W m22 mainly based on model estimates.

(ii) Given that the synthesis fluxes have been assessed

against observations both at the surface and at the

TOA, and given that formal error estimates are

associated with them, the global-mean values from

these fluxes products are thus deemed to be the

most representative of the actual global-mean DLR

of all four different categories of values reviewed.

Thus we assert that the most likely value of DLR

approximately lies in the range 345–350 W m22

with an error of approximately 610 W m22. The

averages of BSRN surface flux observations also

fall within this range of values as noted in Fig. 6.

(iii) For every degree error in temperature, the re-

sultant clear-sky DLR error is 3.4 W m22 and for

every percentage error in column water vapor, the

error in DLR is approximately 0.7 W m22. This

sensitivity implies that the clear-sky error of the

DLR is of order 10 W m22 given typical errors in

global sources of temperature and water vapor.

The implication is that much of the uncertainties in

estimating DLR as determined for the synthesis

flux products revolve around estimation of the

clear-sky emission and, by implication, the atmo-

spheric state that determines this emission (e.g.,

Zhang et al. 1996; Zhang et al. 2006; Wild et al.

2001).

(iv) When compared to global models, Wild et al. (2001)

find that model values of DLR are significantly

lower than observations by as much as 10–20 W m22.

For example, the intermodel mean of the Inter-

governmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)

Assessment Report 4 (AR4) models is 338 W m22

(Wild 2008), where differences are most apparent

in cold, dry conditions that correspond to where

cloud effects on DLR are most pronounced (Figs.

1a and 2) suggesting that one possible source of

model bias may be associated with model clouds.

Garratt (2001) finds that the clear-sky DLR agrees

with observations to the extent that the column wa-

ter vapor of models also agrees with observations

and generally there are not the systematic differ-

ences in clear-sky DLR as found in all-sky DLR,

again implicating clouds as a possible source of

discrepancy. In this study we also find the reanal-

ysis all-sky fluxes are significantly lower than that

from DLR synthesis. Thus we conclude that a bias

of approximately 10 W m22 exists in climate model–

derived DLR and even larger differences are found

with respect to global models used to produce

reanalysis climate data. Although it is possible

that clouds are the source of bias, the quantitative

character and sources of these differences require

more detailed study.

(v) We show that a simple model of clear-sky DLR is

able to match surface measurements of clear-sky

fluxes within a bias of 1–2 W m22 and an rms error

of 2–3 W m22. However, the robustness of this

result requires further testing with other sources

of surface measurements. When applying such a

model to 18 years of satellite observations of column

water vapor and sea surface temperature, a trend

in clear-sky DLR over the ocean regions between

608S–N of 0.18 60.03 W m22 yr21 is obtained that

falls in the middle of the published range of all-sky

DLR trend varies from 0.13 to 0.26 W m22 yr21.

At present, these trends are barely discernible above

the errors inherent to the procedures that produce

them.

(vi) The effects of clouds on the DLR are also exam-

ined using flux data from one of the A-train prod-

ucts. The new observations of the A-Train provide

the important information about cloud base that

enables a more direct estimate of these effects. The

BOA global-mean longwave cloud radiative ef-

fect (CRE, a difference between all sky and clear

sky fluxes), a measure of the greenhouse effect of

clouds on the surface energy balance, is estimated

to be approximately 24–34 W m22. The BOA CRE

FIG. 6. A summary of the different estimates of global, annual

mean all-sky DLR grouped according to the different categories

of estimates described in the text.
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is shown to be strongly modulated by the underly-

ing water vapor (we term the water vapor opacity

effect) that gives rise to the maximum cloud sensi-

tivities of the DLR as occurring in the colder drier

regions of the planet, in direct contrast to the TOA

CRE, which is maximum in regions of deepest and

coldest clouds in the tropics.

The broader implications of this study are that our cur-

rent depictions of the surface energy balance require

significant revision. Significantly more flux of longwave

radiation to the surface, in excess of 10 W m22 com-

pared to existing surface energy balance studies, re-

quires an equivalent adjustment of other fluxes of heat

from the surface to the atmosphere for balance. Study

of the energy closure in light of the results of this study

is underway.
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